STAINLESS STEEL FASTENERS

SHEATHING & WRB DETAILING
NOT OFFERED BY FIBERESIN

3"

GAP IN FURRING @ FRAMING
RELIEF JOINTS AS REQ'D

OPTIONAL EFB03
SEE EF 01/DET

STAINLESS STEEL FASTENERS

STONWOOD PANEL

EXTRUDED ALUMINUM VERTICAL FURRINGS
SEE EF 02/DET, 03/DET, & 04/DET

FIBERESIN EXTERIOR FASTENER
UNINSULATED HORIZONTAL JOINT

06-03-19
STONEDOOW PANEL

STAINLESS STEEL FASTENERS

VARES

DEPENDENT
ON PANEL
THICKNESS
SELECTION

SHEATHING & WRB DETAILING
NOT OFFERED BY FIBERESIN

EFHB
SEE EF 03/DET

1''

1/2''

3/4''
STONWOOD PANEL

SHEATHING & WRB DETAILING
NOT OFFERED BY FIBERESIN

STAINLESS STEEL FASTENERS

EFZB
SEE EF 04:DET

FIBERESIN EXTERIOR FASTENER
UNINSULATED VERTICAL FASTENER
STAINLESS STEEL FASTENERS

EXTRUDED ALUMINUM VERTICAL FURRINGS
SEE EF 02/DET, 03/DET, & 04/DET

SHEATHING & WRB DETAILING
NOT OFFERED BY FIBERESIN

STONewood PANEL

OPTIONAL EFB02
SEE EF 01/DET

FIBERESIN EXTERIOR FASTENER
UNINSULATED BASE DETAIL

www.stonewoodpanels.com
262-567-4427
06-03-19
COPING
NOT OFFERED BY FIBERESIN

OPTIONAL EFB01
SEE EF 01/DET

STAINLESS STEEL FASTENERS

STONWOOD PANEL

EXTRUDED VERTICAL FURRINGS
SEE EF 02/DET, 03/DET, & 04/DET

SHEATHING & WRB DETAILING
NOT OFFERED BY FIBERESIN
FIBERESIN EXTERIOR FASTENER
UNINSULATED OUTSIDE CORNER

STONewood PANEL

EFEB
SEE EF 02/DET

SHEATHING & WRB DETAILING
NOT OFFERED BY FIBERESIN

ALTERNATE
OPTION VIEW:

OPTIONAL EFCB
SEE EF 02/DET

G
06-03-19
EFEB
SEE EF 02/DET

SHEATHING & WRB DETAILING
NOT OFFERED BY FIBERESIN

OPTIONAL EF04
SEE EF 01/DET

STAINLESS STEEL FASTENERS

STONewood PANEL

STONewood PANEL
EXTRUDED ALUMINUM VERTICAL FURRINGS
SEE EF 02/DET, 03/DET, & 04/DET

SHEATHING & WRB DETAILING
NOT OFFERED BY FIBERESIN

STONewood PANEL

STAINLESS STEEL FASTENERS

OPTIONAL EFB02
SEE EF 01/DET

OPTIONAL BASE FLASHING
NOT OFFERED BY FIBERESIN

www.stonewoodpanels.com

262-567-4427

06-03-19
STONWOOD PANEL

SHEATHING & WRB DETAILING
NOT OFFERED BY FIBERESIN

EXTRUDED ALUMINUM VERTICAL FURRINGS
SEE EF 02/DET, 03/DET, & 04/DET

STAINLESS STEEL FASTENERS

OPTIONAL EFB02
SEE EF 01/DET

OPTIONAL BASE FLASHING
NOT OFFERED BY FIBERESIN

UNINSULATED LOUVER HEAD
EXTRUDED ALUMINUM VERTICAL FURRING
SEE EF 02/DET, 03/DET, & 04/DET

SHEATHING & WRB DETAILING
NOT OFFERED BY FIBERESIN

STAINLESS STEEL FASTENERS

OPTIONAL EFB02
SEE EF 01/DET

OPTIONAL BASE FLASHING
NOT OFFERED BY FIBERESIN

STONEWOOD PANEL

1"
EFEB
SEE EF 04/DET
SHEATHING & WRB DETAILING
NOT OFFERED BY FIBERESIN
STAINLESS STEEL FASTENERS
STONEWOOD PANEL
EFEB
SEE EF 04/DET
STAINLESS STEEL FASTENERS

FIBERESIN EXTERIOR FASTENER
UNINSULATED CONCRETE TRANSITION

06-03-19
STAINLESS STEEL FASTENERS

EFEB SEE EF 04 DET

STONEWOOD PANEL

SHEATHING & WRB DETAILING
NOT OFFERED BY FIBERESIN

FIBERESIN EXTERIOR FASTENER
UNINSULATED WINDOW JAMB
FIBERESIN EXTERIOR FASTENER
UNINSULATED LOUVER JAMB

STAINLESS STEEL FASTENERS

STONewood PANEL

SHEATHING & WRB DETAILING
NOT OFFERED BY FIBERESIN

EFEB
SEE EF 04/DET

1"
SHEATHING & WRB DETAILING NOT OFFERED BY FIBERESIN

STONEWOOD PANEL

STAINLESS STEEL FASTENERS

1"

STONEWOOD PANEL

SHEATHING & WRB DETAILING

NOT OFFERED BY FIBERESIN

FIBERESIN EXTERIOR FASTENER

UNINSULATED DOOR JAMB

www.stonewoodpanels.com

262-567-4427

06-03-19
STAINLESS STEEL FASTENERS
STONEWOOD PANEL
SHEATHING & WRB DETAILING
NOT OFFERED BY FIBERESIN

EXTRUDED ALUMINUM VERTICAL FURRINGS
SEE EF 02/DET, 03/DET, & 04/DET

OPTIONAL EFB01
SEE EF 01/DET

OPTIONAL FLASHING
NOT OFFERED BY FIBERESIN

1"

STAINLESS STEEL FASTENERS

SHEATHING & WRB DETAILING
NOT OFFERED BY FIBERESIN

STONEWOOD PANEL

FIBERESIN EXTERIOR FASTENER
UNINSULATED WINDOW SILL

U
06-03-19

www.stonewoodpanels.com
262-567-4427
STAINLESS STEEL FASTENERS

STONEDWOOD PANEL

OPTIONAL FLASHING
NOT OFFERED BY FIBERESIN

OPTIONAL EFB01
SEE EF 01/DET

EXTRUDED ALUMINUM VERTICAL FURRINGS
SEE EF 02/DET, 03/DET, & 04/DET

SHEATHING & WRB DETAILING
NOT OFFERED BY FIBERESIN

V

FIBERESIN EXTERIOR FASTENER
UNINSULATED LOUVER SILL

www.stonewoodpanels.com
262-567-4427
06-03-19